Indexes
INDEX I: GENERAL

A

Alu Sir papyri: 42, 121
abutments, camouflaging of: 2, 14, 54, 98, 158
access to tombs: 1–2, 49
Ahmed Effendi: 142
alignments of mastabas: 26
Allen, F.O.: 142
allocation of resources: 1–2, 49–58
Altenmüller, H.: 45
animals copulating: 46, 132
incompletely domesticated: 73
Anubis: 35, 89, 103, 116, 130, 137, 146, 164–65
Aswan: 37
B
Baer, K.: 109
Baines, J.: 55
Ballard Expedition: 3, 97
baseline of decoration: 21, 54–55, 79
British Museum, London: 103, 112, 154
burial chambers: 20
breaking into other spaces: 23, 83
position of: 19
size, relative to grave goods: 56
undisturbed: 57–58
burial pits: 68, 71, 78, 87, 129, 159, 160, 163
Busiris: 146, 164
C
calls upon the living: 23
captions, frequency of: 15
casing, as a funerary expense: 54
corridors: 2
width of: 15
dado: 21, 55
date necessary for for spatial analysis: 49
decoration: 1
as a funerary expense: 50, 54–55
dog: 101, 131, 133, 145
domestic architecture: 2, 13
Davy, N. de G.: 5, 100
“debris of decay”: 3
dimensional treatment: 9, 105, 134, 142, 145, 149, 166
description of: 33
of burial chambers: 96
Phase i: 25–27
Phase ii: 27–32
Phase iii: 32–38
Phase iv: 38–45
short duration of: 25
contraction of burials: 58
control over cemetery: 1, 24, 27, 31, 49
corridors: 14
of doorway revetments: 14
control: 1, 24, 27, 31, 49
corridors, as a matrix: 24
corridor: 61, 63, 77
imitative form: 15, 53, 85, 93, 158, 163
as a funerary expense: 53
as a reflection of family relationships: 54
as a function of wealth: 2
as a reflection of family relationships: 54
baseline of: 21, 54–55, 79
orientation of: 100, 131
painting: 20, 71–72
painting of relief: 22
placement of: 2, 20, 22, 24
plaster cut: 21, 55
raised relief: 21, 22
stone cut: 21, 55
variable quality of: 24
dog: 101, 131, 133, 145
Derry, D.E.: 39, 52
contraction of burials: 58
domestic architecture: 2, 13
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as a model for tomb chapels: 1, 16
as a model for residence patterns: 2
doorways:
- height of: 17
- re-erection of: 28, 32–33, 98
dumps, placement and removal of: 3

e
Egyptian Museum, Cairo: 81, 141, 151, 157
Elephantine: 37
encroachments on earlier tombs: 24
endowments, as a funerary expense: 50
epigraphic conventions: 7
excavation:
- history of the tombs: 3
- photographs: 6
- techniques of: 3
exotic materials, as a funerary expense: 50
expenditure, archaeological invisibility of: 50

F
facades:
- decorated: 70
- stepped: 63
false doors:
- decorated: 70
- stepped: 63
stepped:
- 63
false doors:
- 66, 85, 87, 96, 122, 135–37, 143, 146, 154, 158, 165
- anomalous placement of: 107
- lamp in central niche of: 102–103
- owner’s depiction on: 111
- placement of: 26
- reused: 122
- preserved height of: 37
- looted: 36, 134
family connections:
- relative to tomb design: 49
- relative to tomb position: 43
family members:
- as “servant” statues: 56–57, 88
- depicted as musicians: 42
- increase of: 100, 152
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago: 73, 88, 118
filet, beaded:
- 122, 124
floating baseline: 46
flooring of chapels: 3, 17, 70
Floroff plan: 4, 8, 63, 71, 75, 118, 120
footholds: 109
foundation of mastabas: 33
fragments:
- architectural, inscribed: 61, 63, 89–97, 99, 107, 109, 111, 121
- of “servant statues” 80–84, 89, 157
- of relief decoration: 84, 125–57
- of sculpture: 66, 83, 88, 107
- of stone vessels: 127, 125
fruit case: 162
funerary, as a funerary expense: 50

G
geology, relative to shaft depth: 56–57
Giza Manuscript: 5
granite:
- 6, 11, 16, 37, 125, 157
grave-goods, as a funerary expense: 20, 50, 57–58

H
Harpur, Y.: 35–36, 42, 129
Hathor: 39
Hawass, Zahi: 39
headrest, limestone: 118, 120
Helck, W.: 49
houses of eternity: 13
human remains: 4, 39
- ages of: 20, 39
- position of body: 58
- treatment of: 58, 134

I
inscriptions, as a function of wealth: 2
intrusive:
- burials: 129, 144
- inscriptions: 130
- shafts: 94, 145
- tombs: 2, 3, 31, 91, 124, 139
interments: 36–37, 39, 41, 71, 75, 95, 100, 109, 111, 120, 124, 126, 129, 137, 163

J
Jacquet-Gordon, H.: 35, 37
Jones, M.: 8, 63

K
Kanawati, Naguib: 51–52
Ka-printed: 43, 45, 57
Kendall, Timothy: 6
Khnum: 39
Khufu: 39, 40–42, 44, 52–53

L
leapfrog: 45
lighting, clerestory: 98, 129, 143
litomark
- soft layers in: 33, 87
- carrying capacity of: 15
literacy: 2, 55
lithic material: 84–85, 157
spoke shave: 85
location of tomb, as a funerary expense: 50, 52, 97

M
masonry:
- coursing of: 98
- types of: 34
mason’s marks: 66, 68
matstaba:
- area of, as a funerary expense: 50–52
- conduct of:
- cutting back of: 98
- differential finish of: 125, 125
- packing of: 98
- relative to wealth: 53–54
- extensions of: 36, 121
- subsidiary, numbering of: 2
- types: 34
Menkaure: 36, 40, 41, 31, 139
M.: 39
Muhammed Said Ahmed: 4, 120
models, see "servant statues"

mummification, as a funerary expense: 57

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston: 81, 94, 140–41, 157

music and musicians: 2, 42

N

names, personal (see also Index III)

basilophoric: 39, 130

patterns of: 39

construction of: 40

foreign: 40

theophoric: 39

Neferefre: 131

Neferirkare: 111

Neith: 39

Niuserre: 35–37, 40, 88, 95, 100, 103, 109, 120

nuclear family, relative to shafts: 19

numbering of mastabas: 2–3

O

object registers: 6

O'Connor, D.B.: 49

offering lists: 55, 103, 132, 147, 157

orientation of decoration: 46, 73, 79, 89, 143

of mastabas: 1, 23, 66, 85, 163

O'sins: 35, 126, 130, 195–96, 216–65

osuary: 84

overs: 84

of the i, translation of: 43

of the twenty i, translation of: 43

P

palace attendants, as translation of ñntjw-ß: 1, 42

attached to buildings: 40

duties of: 42

hierarchy of: 40

position of tombs of: 40–41

related titles: 43

ties to musicians: 42

translation of supervisory titles: 40

palace facade design: 103, 169, 172–73

path, northern: 23, 27, 32

path, southern: 23, 25, 32

Pepi I: 36–37, 43

phyles: 43

physical deformities: 104

pillars, re-erection of: 29, 103, 107

pillows, stone: 63, 65, 121, 124

plaster sculpting, of mummy: 58

plumb-bob: 157

porticoes: 2, 16, 87, 89, 103, 107

Posener-Krieger, P.: 42

preferences of tomb builders: 23

professions, relative to tomb design: 50

promotions, in ñntjw-hierarchy: 43, 51, 55, 95

"proportion," explanation of: 5

PsBT: 39

Putsch, E.: 131

Q

quality of materials, as a funerary expense: 50

R

rank: 2, 51, 81

rate of excavation: 3, 155

rebuilding of facades: 128

recording of text: 114, 150–52

Reisen und Rufe: 15

re-erection of doorways: 28, 32–33, 68, 258

of mastaba facades: 128, 156

Reisner, G.A.: 1, 52, 49, 150

dating of mastabas: 23, 49

evacuation techniques of: 3

tomb designations of: 2

treatment of human remains by: 39

Read's Diary: 4, 75–76, 150

"relation," explanation of: 5

refuel, recutting of: 102–103

Rept: 103

reserve test: 155, 157

revetments, flanking doorway: 128

Richmond Museum of Art, Richmond, Virginia: 251

robbing of shafts: 2–3–8

of serdabs: 37

rooms, numbering of: 2

royal gifts, relative to tomb design: 49

royal mortuary cult, ñntjw-ß: 42–43

S

Sahure: 163

sandals: 47, 101

Saqqara: 40, 43–45, 55, 129, 145

scale of figures: 229

scribal errors: 89, 130–31, 147, 151

scribe status (headlines): 152

secondary monuments, as a funerary expense: 50

secondary shafts, as containers for additional grave goods: 58

dating of: 39

sections of the cluster: 8–9

sequence of construction: 23

serdab: 4

serdab area, as a function of time: 2

serdab slots: 71, 87, 93, 120, 152

serdabs, 2, 4, 107, 290

as a funerary expense: 50, 56

intact: 37

numbering of: 2

relation to substructures: 57

reuse of: 129, 143–44

robbing of: 37

serdab statues: 80–84

stone: 83–84, 140, 152–53

wood and plaster: 56, 69–70, 82

"servant statues:" 45, 56, 85–86, 89, 127

setem priest: 47

setem print: 47

settlement patterns: 23

shafts: 4

as storage areas: 159

blocking of: 4, 20

construction of: 18

dating of: 18, 29

depth of: 2, 23, 56

epiglottic: 66

fill of: 20

footholds in: 129

intact: 38

intrusive: 20
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numbering of: 2
number of: 19
principal: 2, 18–19, 12, 130
secondary: 2, 18–19, 23, 35
variation of: 20
with two burial chambers: 100
shaft volume, as a funerary expense: 2, 50
Smith, W. S.: 5–6, 49, 104, 140, 142, 150
Snefru: 42, 156
spatial organization of cemeteries: 1, 49, 52
statue, unfinished: 143
stone vessels: 93, 127
model: 107
stratified fill (noted): 117–18
substructures, relative to serdabs: 57
subterranean area, as a funerary expense: 56
support walls: 15, 28–29, 32, 91, 98, 143, 152–53
surface: 3
T
"tens," as part of palace staff: 43
Teti: 36–37, 111
Texts, as a funerary expense: 55
T hoth: 103
Tomb Cards: 4
Tomb scenes
animal husbandry: 45, 164
animals suckling: 45, 71, 114
bed-making: 46, 131
birth of calves: 164
butterchering: 45, 47, 55, 72, 111, 146, 165
carrying chair: 1, 36, 46, 55
cloth offering: 165
copulating animals: 46, 110
depiction of women: 47
desert wildlife: 131–32
dogs: 11, 12, 133, 165
dress of owners: 46, 47
driving animals: 112
fighting boatmen: 133
fishing: 45–46, 129
flax cultivation: 45, 101
fowling: 27, 45–46, 111
funerary estates: 35–36, 46, 55, 101
grain production: 42, 45, 55, 101, 111, 133, 165
grape picking: 45, 109
hunting: 36, 45–46, 102–3
incense burning: 165
lions attacking cow: 46, 122–3
marsh pursuits: 92, 101, 129, 133–35, 164
musician: 42, 46–47, 72, 88, 102, 129, 133–35, 164
offering bears: 46–47, 58, 72, 88, 102, 111, 129–30, 146–47
offering ritual: 103, 165
papyrus processing: 101
plucking of fowl: 101
presentation of animals: 43, 73, 101, 103–104, 112, 147, 165
presentation of birds: 45
presentation of equipment: 102, 143, 165
presentation of lotus: 46, 72, 102
rope-making: 45, 101, 111
scribe: 46, 102, 120
sent game: 46, 48, 124, 126
"spanking:" 45–46, 101, 130
threshing: 111, 133
winnowing: 165
Types, Reisner’s (all): 5
U
Unis: 36–37, 40, 65, 75, 91, 111, 124, 129, 145, 163
usurpation
of decoration: 100
of false door: 34, 114
of statues: 128–52
of tombs: 34, 53
V
variability, greater for higher ranks: 51, 58
W
tables of: 13
walls
construction of: 13
movement of: 30
wealth
relative to chapel decoration: 55
relative to chapel shape: 50–54
relative to tomb characteristics: 2, 49
Wilcox, Allison Webb: 39
wives
absence from decoration: 44
position of: 44
scale of representation: 44
titles of: 13
writing of: 104
INDEX II: GIZA MASTABAS

2088: 34, 91-92
2091: 1, 3-4, 9, 25-28, 42-47, 51-53, 55, 58, 93-95, 98
2090: 32, 56, 96
2096: 1, 2, 121-124
2097: 2, 29, 37, 107, 125-127
2098: 3, 29, 36, 51-58, 104, 117-120, 126, 127-128, 138
2099: 3, 29, 36, 51-58, 104, 117-120, 126, 127-128, 138
2184: 51, 95
2220: 26
2230: 3, 14, 26, 53-58, 63, 71, 87, 125-130, 132
2240: 3, 29, 36, 51-58, 104, 112, 120-124
2352: 109
INDEX III: PERSONAL NAMES

All names, whether given in transliteration or Anglicized form, are indexed in transliteration. The Anglicization is generally the most familiar form of the name, and not necessarily the most correct.
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INDEX III: PERSONAL NAMES

All names, whether given in transliteration or Anglicized form, are indexed in transliteration. The Anglicization is generally the most familiar form of the name, and not necessarily the most correct.
INDEX IV: EGYPTIAN WORDS, PHRASES, TITLES, AND EPITHESES

All titles and epithets mentioned are given in transliterated form, even if the citation gives only the translation. Phrases and terms are only cited if there is some accompanying discussion.